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Good day, all!

The 2nd part of the harvest is in! Thank goodness for an AMAZING family to help me out! My dad 
makes my trimming look just plain sad. Goals!!!

Today, I am officially announcing the restructuring of courses by Mary Medibles Consulting! Gone is 
the additional login & account creation! Everything is located at marymedibles.com/learn. 

You will receive a PDF containing the course link & page password upon enrolling/purchasing the course.

Once inside the course, you will find video lessons along with any necessary supplemental information for 
download.

The purpose of these courses is to provide you with information to help you use cannabis safely & 
effectively.

Remember, you don’t have to get high to benefit from cannabis’ medicinal effects. For more 
information, email info@marymedibles.com.

Have an awesome day!

Mary Webber
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COURSES

Microdosing with Dispensary
Edibles

Headaches - Dehydration - Fatigue - 
Hypotension - Lightheadedness

Find out how reducing your dose can help 
eliminate unwanted side effects, along with 

reducing money spent on product!

Negative experiences with cannabis infused 
products have pushed an unfortunate number 
of people out of the market. Often times, 
simply reducing the dose will prevent the 
unfortunate consequences of too much 
THC/CBD. That's right, too much CBD can 
have a negative impact on your system!

Cannabis' purpose is to bring your system into 
balance. Discover simple tricks to better allow 
that to happen! You will learn how & why 
reducing your dosage will help solve, or better 
yet, prevent these issues from occurring.
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Medicated Oils Tutorial

The basic of the basics, Medicated Oils 
Tutorial is a simplified course that 
focuses strictly on medicating your chosen oil. 
You will receive stop by step instructions on 
medicating stovetop and in the Magical Butter 
Machine. You'll also receive a list of herbal 
infusers on the market, should you be 
interested.

The main benefit of this course is that you can 
learn to make cost-effective medicaments at 

home with little effort.

Tinctures. Versus buying in a dispensary 
for $25-230, using the recipes inside your cost 

per ounce will only be around $4-8!

Capsules. Medicate your own 
coconut oil capsules to reduce your 
cost from $3-$5 per capsule to 20-

40¢ per capsule!
Topical oil. Reduce from $40 per 

ounce to $7-14 per ounce!

*These prices are a rough estimation based on 
purchasing bud from dispensaries and 

medicating variety of oils.
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Starter's Guide to Medicating
Oils

Are you interested in making your own 
medicated oils effectively? Set yourself up for 
success when treating with cannabis! Making 
your own medicaments allows you to control 
the dose, strain, quality of ingredients, as well 
as reducing the cost versus prepared oil from a 
dispensary.

You will learn:

Choosing your strain
Decarboxylation
Choosing your oil
Medicating your oil stovetop
Medicating your oil in the Magical 
Butter Machine
Why so low dose?
Storing your oil & using your 
strained bits

After completing this course, you will have a 
strong foundation to go forward and medicate 
with cannabis medicinally.

Let's do this!
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Medicating 
with Mary
https://www.marymedibles.com

Medicating with cannabis can be challenging- where to even start?! Tune in to hear how Mary uses 
cannabis to treat her MS & how it can be used to help numerous other conditions. "Medicating with 
Mary" steps away from the recreational market & pulls back the curtains to show the gentle world of 
medicinal cannabis. Make your journey with MMJ less stressful!

See for ALL episodes!

L I S T E N

P.S. Did you know that we have a new dispensary in Washoe Valley?! 

Sol Cannabis & it is well worth checking out!!!
275 Old U.S. 395,

 New Washoe City, NV 89704
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Thank you for reading this newsletter! Another will be coming out soon on a P|odcast episode! Up 
next is on medicating coconut oil & making capsules!

MW

Brand Name

Mary Medibles Consulting, LLC, PO Box 18405 , Reno, NV, 89511, USA
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